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Synopsis
An ideal pavement management is one that would maintain all pavement sections at a high level of serviceability requiring a low budget and use of resources. Unfortunately these are conflicting requirements. Then, the benefits of pavement management can’t be realized if pavement management activities such as maintenance treatments and repairs aren’t optimally programmed at network level over an appropriate multi-year planning period.

Due to the complexity and scale involved in the programming of activities for pavement management at the network level, conventional analytical optimization tools have not found widespread applications in practise. Within this context, emerging technologies, such as soft computing techniques provide efficient alternatives to the traditional mathematical approaches.

In particular, genetic algorithms represent an efficacious approach to extrapolate optimal solutions within a range, even though enormous, of possible solutions in sufficiently quick time spans. In the case of road maintenance management, this technique proves to be particularly appropriate in relation to the numerous variables characteristic of the problem, to the different objectives to be reached and to the necessity to individuate the optimal allocation of the interventions.

This paper describes the development of a genetic algorithm for determining the optimal multi year pavement repair schedule. The problem of finding the best multiyear work plan can be modelled as a combinatorial optimization problem. The objective of which is to achieve the highest possible average network condition for a given budget.

The procedure was applied to a motorway infrastructure belonging to the motorway network of Eastern Sicily (Italy).
A Genetic Algorithm for Multiyear Pavement Maintenance Optimization

A typical pavement management problem requires pavement activities such as maintenance treatment and repairs to be optimally programmed at network level over an appropriate multiyear period. This involves decisions concerning the optimal time to activate certain treatment or repair. The time dimension is a key element to the problem. Besides the distress conditions which vary with pavement age, traffic loading is also a function of time.

Each pavement type and rehabilitation may have different models. Also, each repair method has different costs. These two facts when combined with the number of pavement sections and multiple planning years are the reason that a mathematical method is needed to determine which, when and how pavements should be repaired.

The problem of finding the best multi-year work plan can be modelled as a combinatorial optimization problem. The objective of which is to achieve the highest possible average network condition for a given budget and operating constraints.


This paper describes the development of a genetic algorithm based optimization tool for determining the optimal multi-year pavement repair schedule.

The optimization problem was faced by opportuneely programming a genetic algorithm that manages the decisional process on the basis of pavement's condition defined using Present Serviceability Index (PSI). The optimization model was designed to maximize the average PSI value of the whole motorway.

The procedure was applied to a real-word situation of A18 motorway, which stretches along the eastern coast of Sicily. This application permitted to verify the theoretical concepts.

GENETIC ALGORITHMS: A SHORT INTRODUCTION

Genetic Algorithm is a heuristic optimization technique based on the mechanics of natural selection and evolution. In GA, feasible solutions of a problem are each represented by a chromosome string. Each chromosome string carries a genetic code that represents the characteristic of an individual. Strings in the current populations are ranked and better ones selected to produce the next generation of solutions, emulating the survival of the fittest mechanism. favouring the most adapted individuals, the most promising areas of the research space are explored.

GA generates new solutions or offspring applying genetic operators (cross-over, mutation, reproduction) according to user defined probabilities. In crossover, two candidate solutions mutually exchange corresponding parts of themselves to form two new strings. Mutations are small changes to the genetic code usually achieved by altering one or more of the genes in the chromosome. In reproduction the parents simply reproduce copies of themselves as the two children.

The algorithm is terminated after a specified number of generations or the change in the fitness of the population after several generations between successive generations becomes acceptably small.

A powerful aspect of GAs is their use as a search technique in overcoming the combinatorial explosion of certain problems like the road maintenance management problem.

MODEL FORMULATION

The flowchart of the GA designed for multiyear pavement maintenance optimization is presented in figure 1. First, the problem was defined including the objective function and the constraints that control the solution. In particular, the objective considered has been to manage the multiyear pavement maintenance to maximize the average PSI value of the whole motorway considering a limited budget.

The knowledge of the pavement deterioration curve was very important to the optimal planning of maintenance activities. Therefore, the first step of the procedure has regarded the definition of a pavement deterioration curve. It was decided to define pavement’s condition using PSI values. Not having pavement performance condition data it was developed a procedure that applies an incremental analysis of the AASHTO basic design equation (American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials 1993).
to construct pavement performance curve. In particular, the $\Delta$PSI values were fixed and the corresponding 80 kN ESAL load applications were calculated. The traffic load applications can be converted into an equivalent time interval, so, varying PSI between its assigned initial value and terminal one was possible to construct the pavement performance curve in the time. Then, this procedure permitted to have a simple tool to predict the pavement performance condition at any given future time. This procedure can be used in the absence of pavement performance condition data. Once the PSI prediction model was defined it was possible to create a genetic algorithm for the optimal allocation of the maintenance interventions. The first step consisted in the calibration of the problem to genetics. In the genetic representation created, each year of the programming period was mapped to a gene for each homogenous section. The value for each genes represents a possible maintenance intervention. In this way, it was possible to associate a maintenance intervention with a homogeneous section for each programming year. Subsequently, it was possible to associate the PSI values of the pavements after the interventions by inserting the developed model in the genetic algorithm. It was also important to characterize effectiveness of the maintenance treatments. In particular, it was decide to use a study carried out on the Indiana State highway network (Labi and Sinha 2004). Data used for the study was a comprehensive database that had information on pavement condition, weather, pavement structure, traffic, maintenance and other item. For each treatment, effectiveness was assessed evaluating a performance jump. It was also estimated the cost of each maintenance intervention in order to verify the compatibility of the solution with the available budget. The objective function, as aforesaid, was to maximize the average PSI value of the whole motorway. Once the above-mentioned steps were defined, the following parameters for the genetic algorithm were set:
- The dimension of the population;
- The mutation, reproduction and cross-over rates;
- The generation gap.

The designed genetic algorithm was processed until a predetermined stopping criteria was reached.
CASE STUDY

The procedure was applied to A18 motorway, which represents one of the most important communication roads in Sicily and it is 77 km long.
A safety analysis carried out in the road work zones was used to define the homogeneous sections (Bosurgi et. Al. 2003). On the basis of the results obtained, 1 km was decided to be the optimal length.
Three interventions were considered.
- thin hot mix asphaltic concrete (HMA) overlay;
- seal coating;
- total reconstruction.
For each type of intervention the PSI values after maintenance intervention were evaluated using a study realized by Labi and Sinha (Labi and Sinha 2004). In particular:
- thin HMA overlay:

\[ PJ = \frac{A}{B + C \cdot D^{IPC}} \]

where
PJ is the performance jump due to thin HMA overlay
IPC is the PSI value at time of maintenance  
A, B, C and D are constants

- Seal coating:

\[ PJ = A \cdot c^{-(IPC-B)^C} \]

where
PJ is the performance jump due to seal coating
IPC is the PSI value at time of maintenance
A, B and C are constants

- Total reconstruction:

\[ PSI_{j} = PSI_{\text{initial}} \]

where
PSI\(_{j}\) is the PSI value after the maintenance intervention
PSI\(_{\text{initial}}\) is the initial PSI value = 4.2

The successive phase consisted in the calibration of the problem to genetics. Each year of the programming period was mapped to a gene for each homogeneous section. The coded string structure of GA representation thus consisted of 770 genes, each carriageway being 77 km and having considered a five year programming period. 

The identified interventions were numerically codified (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coding number</th>
<th>Intervention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>No intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>HMA overlay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Seal coating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Total reconstruction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab 1: Codification of Interventions

Therefore, the problem presented \(4^{770} = 3.856 \cdot 10^{463}\) possible solutions.

The chosen population dimension was twice the size of a chromosome representing the single individuals and the genetic operators rates were fixed.

Once the genetic programming was finished, the objective function and the constraints were defined. In particular, the considered objective function was the average PSI value of the whole motorway; while the constraints were a available budget of 5,000,000.00 € and a minimum PSI value in the time equal to 3. Hypothetical PSI actual values were considered for the single homogeneous sections. The steps of the procedure for the single individual of each generation were the following:

1. The algorithm calculated a possible solution to the problem associating one of the codified values to the single genes;
2. The PSI values of the single homogeneous sections at the end of the programming period was calculated using the prediction model realized;
3. Each solution was checked against all the constraints to ensure that it was a possible solution.

The same procedure was carried out for all the individuals of each generation. The genetic algorithm was stopped when variance of solution was equal to zero for one thousand generations. The GA solution to the problem is best presented in a table form as shown in Table 2.
CONCLUSIONS

This paper has developed a GA-based procedure to solve multiyear pavement maintenance optimization. The procedure has allowed to highlight the potentiality of GAs for solving this complex road problematic. In fact, the robust search characteristics and multiple-solution handling ability of GAs are well suited for optimization analysis.

The procedure was applied to a real-world situation of A18 motorway in Sicily (Italy). The obtained results have highlighted that the procedure represents an efficient approach to obtain one of optimal solutions in a very big space of possible solutions in sufficiently short periods of time.

The model could be extended to other components of the motorway and other pavement deterioration model could complete the model. It would be also possible to analyse more than one objective or constraint.
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